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A second order dual to a non-linear program with linear constraints incomplex 
space over arbitrary polyhedral convex cones is presented and appropriate duality 
theorems are established. Also, a pair of second order non-linear symmetric dual 
programs is formulated and appropriate duality results are proved. It is shown that 
a second order dual gives a better bound for the objective function than does the 
first order dual. Some special cases are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent study, Mond [9] proved second order duality theorems in real 
space, under conditions different from those of Mangasarian [8]. The object 
of this paper, is to establish second order duality theorems for non-linear 
programs, with linear constraints, in complex space, over arbitrary 
polyhedral convex cones. This is done in Section 2. The dual formulated here 
is based on the pattern of second order dual formulation as given by 
Mangasarian [S] for the real case. It is also observed that the first order dual 
of Hanson and Mond [5] can be obtained as a special case of the second 
order dual studied here. The advantage of the second order dual over the first 
order dual is also pointed out. In Section 3, a pair of second order 
symmetric, non-linear programs has been presented in complex space over 
arbitrary polyhedral convex cones, for which appropriate duality results are 
established. The dual formulation in the symmetric case follows the same 
pattern as that of Mond [9] in the real case. As .a special case of these, we 
obtain the first order symmetric dual programs of Kaul [6]. Finally, in 
Section 4, some special cases of the problems considered in Sections 2 and 3 
are discussed. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Consider the following non-linear programming problem: 
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Primal Problem (P) 
Minimize Re f(z, 5) 
subject to AZ - b E S, (1) 
and 
z E T. (2) 
Here and throughout this section, A E Cm’ “, b E C”, z E C”, S, and T are 
polyhedral convex cones in C” and C”, respectively. Also throughout the 
paper, it is being assumed that the function f(z, 2) satisfies the condition 
> Re{(z - u)‘V,f(u, U) + (z - u)*V,f(u, U) 
+ (z - u>‘P,, + V,*)fh U>P + (z - u)*(v,, + V,,)f@, U>P 
- iP’(V,, + V,*)f(u, C>P - fP*(v,, + V,,)f(u, U)P) (3) 
it being assumed that f is a twice differentiable function from C*” into C. 
Also p E C”, u E C”, and ‘*’ denotes conjugate transpose. Further 
v,“f = v,.fi v2.f = VA 
V,,f =V,,A v,,f=v,,fi 
‘*If = 'izfi ‘22f = 'iii: 
The motivation for the inequality (3) above is based on Taylor’s expansion 
in complex space, up to second order terms. 
We now consider the following definition: 
DEFINITION. Let Tc 12” be a polyhedral convex cone. Then the polar of 
T c C” is defined as 
T*={zEC”‘wET=sRez*w>O). 
We now consider the following dual program to the above primal problem 
(P>* 
Dual Problem (D) 
Maximize g(u, ti, U, p) 
=Re{f(u,u)-u’V,f(u,@-u*V,f(u,f) 
- u’(V,, + V,,>f(u, fi>p - u*(V,, + v,,>f(u, U)P + b*u 
- fP’(V,, + V,,)fG4 QP - ?iP*(v,, + V,,>f@, Q)Pl 
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subject to 
-A”v + V,f(u, 4 + V,f(u, u> + P,, + V,,)f(u, @P 
+ P,, + V,,>fh C>P E TX (4) 
VES”. (5) 
Here u is an n-vector, v is an m-vector, with entries from the field of complex 
numbers. Also p E C”. 
We now prove the following results: 
THEOREM 1 (weak duality theorem). If (z, .F) satisfies the constraints of 
the primal problem (P) and (u, ti, v, p) satisfies the constraints of the dual 
problem (D), then the infimum (P) > supremum (D), provided f (z, F) satisfies 
condition (3). 
Proof. From (1) and (5), we have 
Re(v*Az - v*b) = Re(z*A*v - b*v) > 0 
i.e., 
Re(z *A *v) > Re(b *v). (6) 
Similarly, from (2) and (4), we obtain 
Re(-z*A*v+z*V,f(u,u)+z*V,f(u,u)+z*(V,,+V,,)f(u,u)p 
+ z”(V,, + V,,>f(u, Q)P 2 0 
or 
Re[z*A*v] <Re[z’V,f(u,zi)+z*V,f(u,zi) 
+ Z’P,, + V,*)f(u, U)P + z*(v,, + V,,)f(u, 4Pl. (7) 
Making use of (6) and (7), we obtain 
Re(b*v)<Re[z’V,f(u,C)+z*. V,f(u,I) 
+ Z’P,, + V,,>f@, E)P + z*(v,, + V,,)f(u, @PI. (8) 
Re f (z, F) - du, U; v, P) 
= Re{f(z, i) - f(u, ~7) + u’V,f(u, zi) + u*VJ(u, 2) 
+ u’(vI, + v,,>f(u, u)p + u*Pz, + V,,)f(u, 4~ - b*v 
+ fP’(V,, + v,,>“m qp + fP*(V,, + V,,)f(u, @PI 
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> Re[(z - u)‘V,f(u, U) + (Z - u)*V,f(u, u) 
+ (z - U’P,, + V,,)f(u, 4P 
+ (z - u)*(v,, + V,,>f(u, qp + u’V,f(u, 6) + u”V,f(u, ii) 
+ U’P,, + V,,)f@l QP + u*cv,, + V,,)f(u, U)p - b*v] 
(by assumption (3)) which can easily be shown to be non-negative on using 
the inequalty (8) above. 
Hence the weak duality theorem. 
Note I. If p = 0, then the condition (3) on f(z, F) is just the usual 
condition for the convexity off in the complex space. 
LEMMA 1. If f is a convex quadratic (or linear) function of z, i.e., 
f(z, F) = fz*Bz + e*z, where e E C” and B E Cnx” is a positive semi- 
dej%ite, Hermitian matrix, then (3) is always satisfied for all p E C”. 
Proof The proof runs on the same lines as in 19, Lemma 11. 
THEOREM 2 (direct duality). If (zo, F,,) is a local or global optimum for 
the primal (P), at which the complex Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification 
Ill is satisfied, then there exists a vector v, E S* such that 
(zo, z,, vO, V,, p = 0) is feasible for the dual problem (D) and the 
corresponding extreme values of (P) and (D) are equal. If moreover, the 
condition (3) is also satisfied by the function f, for all feasible solutions of the 
dual problem (D), then (zO, Z,) and (zO, Z,, vO, V,, p = 0) are global optimal 
for (P) and (D), respectively. 
Proof: Since, complex Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification is satisfied 
at (zO, Z,), by the necessary Kuhn-Tucker conditions of ] 11, there exists a 
v, E S*, such that 
and 
--A*v, + V,f(z,, z,) + V,f(z,, z,) E T* (9) 
Re b*v, = Re[z;V, f(zO, Z,) + z,*V,f(z,, FJ] (10) 
Clearly (zO, IO, vO, p = 0) is feasible for the dual problem (D). Also, since 
Re b*v, = Re[z;V,f(z,, Z,) + z$V, f (z,, ,?,,)I, clearly therefore, the extreme 
values of (P) and (D) are equal. If the condition (3) is satisfied, then by 
making use of the weak duality theorem, we clearly have that (zO, .5J and 
Go, z,, vo, p = 0) must be optimal for (P) and (D), respectively. 
The first order dual to our primal problem (P), as considered by Hanson 
and Mond [5], is the following: 
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Problem (D 1) 
Maximize Re{f(u, U) - a’Vif(~, U) - ~*V,f(u, U) + b*v} 
Subject o -A*v + V,f(u, U) + VJ(u, ti) E T* 
and 
VES*. 
In [5], the following weak duality theorem was proved: 
THEOREM 3. Iff is convex, then the 
infimum(P) > supremum(D1). 
We now state: 
THEOREM 4. The supremum(D1) < supremum(D). 
Proof: The proof is omitted here because it can be proved on the same 
lines as in Theorem 4 of [9]. 
Thus we can easily observe that the second order dual, provides us with a 
tighter lower bound than the first order dual, even in the cmplex space. 
3. SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
Mond [9] has formulated a pair of second order symmetric dual 
programming problems in real space and has established appropriate duality 
theorems. Here we present a pair of second order, non-linear symmetric dual 
programs, in complex space, over arbitrary polyhedral convex cones, and 
establish the duality theorems for this pair of programming problems. 
Consider the following pair of problems: 
Primal Problem I 
Minimize @(z, F, w, W, p) 
= Re[f(z, 5) - g( w, W) + W’V, g(w, a)> + w*v, g(w, W) 
+ W’P,, + VI,) g(w WP + w*tv,, + V,,) g(w, WP 
+ fP’P,, + V,J dw7 $>P + fP*(v,l+ V*J g(w, WPI 
subject o 
AZ -t V, g(w $1 + V, g(w, W + (V,, + V,,) dw, *> P 
+ (V,, + V,,) g(w, *)P + b E S (11) 
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and 
z E T. 
Dual Problem (II) 
Maximize ~(u, 17, v, 0, r) 
= Re[f(u, U) - g(v, 0) - u’V,f(u, U) - u*V,f(u, u) 
-u’(V,, +V,,)f(u,zi)r-u*(V,, +V,,)f(u,ri)r-b*u 




-A*v + V,f(u, 27) + V,f(u, U) + (V,, + V,,)f(ul O- 
+ (V,, + V,,)f(u, Q>r E T* (13) 
VES* (14) 
Here AEPX”, zEC”, wEC”, pECm, bEC”, uEC”, vEC”, and 
rE C”. Also f: C2” + C and g: CZm + C are both twice differentiable 
functions and are assumed to satisfy the condition (3) (listed in Section 2) 
throughout this section. 
Also S and T are polyhedral convex cones in C” and C”, respectively. 
Note here that p E C” and not C”, as in the previous section. 
We now have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5 (weak duality theorem). Let (z, i, w, W, p) be a feasible 
solution of Problem I and let (u, U; v, 6, r) be a feasible solution of 
Problem II. Then 
Intimum d(z, Z; w, ti’, p) > supremum ~(24, E, v, 27, r), 
if the condition (3) is satisfied by the functions f and g, both. 
Proof. From (12) and (13), it follows that 
Re[z*A*v] <Re[z*V,f(u,zi) +z*V,f(u,ti) 
+ z*Pll + Vdf(u, 4r + z*(V,, + V,,)f(u, @rl 
=Re[z’V,f(u,ti)+z*V,f(u,ii)+z’(V,,+V,,)f(u,~)r 
+ z*P,, + V,,)f(u, 0-l. (15) 
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Similarly, from (11) and (14), we have 
Re[v*Az] > Re[-u*b - u’V, g(w, *ii) - v*V,g(w, a) 
- u’(V,, +V,,)dw W>P - u*P,, + V,,)g(w, *)P]. (16) 
Thus, from (15) and (16), 
Re[z’V,f(u, C) + z*V,f(u, 12) + z’(V,, t V,,)f(u, zi)r 
+ z*w*, + v,,>.m G-1 
>Re[-u*b-u’V,g(w,ti)-u*V,g(w,ti)-u’(V,, tV,,)g(w,W)p 
- u*cv,, + V,,) dw @PI. (17) 
The condition (3) onf(z, .F) implies 
Re[f(z, F) -f(u, U) t u’V,f(u, U) + u*V,f(u, U) 
+ u’(V,, t V,,>f(u, UP + u*(V,, t V,,)f@, 0-l 
2 Re[z’V,f(u, U) + z*V,f(u, 12) + z’(V,, + V,,)f(u, ii)r 
+ z*(V,, t V,,)f(u, 4r - fr’(V,, t V,,)f(u, C>r 
- fr*P,, t V,,)f(u, Q-1. (18) 
Again, the condition (3) on g(w, ti) gives 
Re[ g(u, V) - g(w, W) + w’V, g(w, W) + w*V, g(w, W) 
+ W’P,, + V,,) g(w WP + w*P,, + V,,) g(w, B)Pl 
> Re[u’V, g(w, W) t u*V,g(w, W) + u’(V,, + V,,) g(w, WP 
+ u*P*, + V,,) g(w, $)P - iP’(V,, + V,,) g(w, W>P 
- fP*P,l + V,,) g(w, @)Pl- (19) 
Now, 
$(z, Z; w, G, p) - v(u, U, u, 9 r) 
= Re[f(z, Z) - g(w, W) t w’VI g(w, W) + w*V, g(w, W) 
+ w’(V, I + VI,) dw, 4P + w”P,, t V,,) g(w, @)P 
+ 5P’P,, + V,,) g(w, @)P + +P*(v*, + V,,) g(w, J+)P 
-f(u, Ii> + g(u, 0) + U’VJ-(U, 27) + u*V,f(u, ti) 
+ u’(V,, + V,,)f(u, ti>r t u*(V,, t V,,)f(u, zi)r + b*u 
+ tr’(V,, + V,,)fh @r + +*(V,, + V,,>f(u, C>r] 
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2 Re[z’V,f(u, ti) + z*V,f(u, zZ) + z’(V,, -t- V,,)f(u, zi)r 
+ z*(V,, + V,,)f(u, 27)r + u’V, g(w, 6) + v*V,g(w, W) 
+ u’(V*, + V,,)g(w, @)P + u*(v,, + V,,)g(w, W)p + b”vl 
(from (18) and (19)), 
>O (from (17)). 
Hence the weak duality theorem. 
We now prove the following: 
THEOREM 6 (direct duality theorem). If (z,, Z;, w,,, W,, p) is optimal 
for the problem I, then (zO, Z,, w,, W,, r = 0) is optimal for the dual problem 
II and 
provided the functions f(z, .F) and g(w, W) both satisfy the condition (3) and 
the Hessian matrices of g(w, i+) are positive semi-dejkite. 
ProoJ: The proof of this theorem parallels the proof given in [6 1 and 
hence is omitted here. 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
(i) If p and r are required to be zero vectors, then our second order dual 
symmetric programs I and II reduce to the first order symmetric dual 
programs of Kaul [6]. 
(ii) If p = 0, then the dual pair of programs (P) and (0) of Section 2, 
reduce to the first order dual programs of Hanson and Mond (51. 
In fact, duality theorems discussed by Levinson [7], Hanson and 
Mond [3,4], and Sharma and Kaul [lo] all reduce to special cases, as 
already discussed in Kaul [6]. 
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